FUEL YOUR
FUNDRAISING!

Xperitas is excited to partner with Grounds for Change to offer 12-ounce bags of ground,
organic, fair trade coffee sourced from farmer cooperatives in Central America.
There is no limit to the amount you can earn, so the sooner you can start, the better!
How much can I earn and how is it applied?
For each $16 bag of coffee sold, $9.50 goes to the coffee
provider and $6.50 goes to the traveler selling the coffee.
This $6.50 profit is kept by the traveler to offset the
program tuition or other travel expenses. The amount
raised does not need to be reported to Xperitas, as the
relationship is between the traveler and Grounds for
Change, the coffee provider. This is to ensure the
smoothest process for the traveler and allow all funds to
be divided between the coffee provider and the traveler.
Who should I contact with questions or issues
with ordering?
The coffee fundraiser is administered directly by Grounds
for Change. Please email orders@ groundsforchange.com
with any questions about delivery, pricing, placing an
order, or your account with Grounds for Change.
When can I start fundraising?
Our fundraiser is only open to people traveling on an
Xperitas Program or supporting an Xperitas Traveler.
As long as you are enrolled in a program or planning on
enrolling in a program, you can start and end at any time.
Can the traveler submit multiple orders or is it best
to send them in all at once?
The traveler is welcome to submit as many orders as they
like. The minimum order size for free shipping is 15 bags.
Orders under 15 bags incur a $5.95 shipping fee, applied
at checkout on the Grounds for Change Payment Link.

Where is the coffee delivered?
The coffee is delivered to a single address per order, which
is normally the travelers home address or the address of a
supporter ordering more than 15 bags at once. The traveler
is responsible for distributing the coffee to their supporters.
How long does the coffee take to be delivered?
The coffee takes between 7-14 days for delivery by FedEx.
For orders received in December, there could be a delay
into January, depending on holiday demand.

GET STARTED!
• Download the order form.
• Pre-purchase coffee to sell directly to

your supporters OR have your
supporters purchase coffee prior to
placing your coffee order.

• Create an account and enter your

payment through the Grounds for
Change Payment Portal.

• Wait for the coffee to arrive within two

For each $16 bag of coffee sold, $9.50 will
go to the coffee provider and $6.50 will go
to the traveler selling the coffee.

weeks of ordering and deliver to your
supporters.

• Keep the remaining proceeds from

your coffee sales to offset your tuition
and travel expenses!

